Selective Gas-Phase Cleavage at the Peptide Bond C-Terminal to Aspartic Acid in Fixed-Charge Derivatives of Asp-Containing Peptides
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This study focuses on the molecular level interpretation of the selective gas-phase cleavage at aspartic acid residues (Asp) in protonated peptides. A \( \phi_3 \text{P} \cdot \text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})^- \) group (\( \phi = 2,4,6 \)-trimethoxyphenyl) is attached to the N-terminal nitrogen of the selected peptides LDIFSDF and LDIFSDFR, via solid-phase synthesis, to “mimic” the tightly held charge of a protonated arginine (Arg) residue. Collision-induced dissociation in a quadrupole ion trap instrument and surface-induced dissociation in a dual quadrupole instrument were performed for electrospray-generated ions of the fixed-charge peptide derivatives. Selective cleavages at Asp–Xxx are observed for those ions with charge provided only by the fixed charge or for those with a fixed charge and one Arg plus one added proton. This supports a previously proposed mechanism which suggests that the cleavages at Asp–Xxx, initiated by the acidic hydrogen of the Asp residue, become significant when ionizing protons are strongly bound by Arg in the protonated peptides. It is clear that the fixed charge is indeed serving as a “mimic” of protonated Arg and that a protonated Arg side chain is not required to interact with the Asp to induce cleavage at Asp–Xxx. When the number of protons exceeds the number of Arg in a peptide containing Arg and Asp, nonselective cleavages occur. The fragmentation efficiency of the peptides is consistent with the idea that these nonselective cleavages are promoted by a mobile proton. The peptide with a fixed charge and one added proton, \( [\phi_3 \text{P} \cdot \text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})^- \cdot \text{LDIFSDF} + \text{H}]^2^+ \), fragments much more efficiently than the corresponding peptide with a fixed charge, an Arg and one added proton, \( [\phi_3 \text{P} \cdot \text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})^- \cdot \text{LDIFSDFR} + \text{H}]^2^+ \); both of these fragment more efficiently than the peptide with a fixed charge and no added proton, \( \phi_3 \text{P} \cdot \text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})^- \cdot \text{LDIFSDF}. \text{MS/MS/MS} (\text{i.e., MS}^3) \) experimental results for \( b_n \) ions formed at Asp–Xxx from \( \phi_3 \text{P} \cdot \text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})^- \cdot \text{LDIFSDF} \) and its H/D exchange derivative, \( \phi_3 \text{P} \cdot \text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})^- \cdot \text{LDIFSDF-d}_{12}, \) are consistent with the \( b_n \) ions formed at Asp–Xxx having a succinic anhydride cyclic structure. MS/MS experiments were also carried out for \( \phi_3 \text{P} \cdot \text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})^- \cdot \text{LDIFSDF-d}_{12}, \) a peptide derivative containing active hydrogens only at amide nitrogens plus the C-terminus, and its active H/D exchange product, \( \phi_3 \text{P} \cdot \text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})^- \cdot \text{LDIFSDF-d}_{12}, \) The results show that a hydrogen originally located at an amide nitrogen is transferred away in the formation of a cyclic charge remote b ion.

High-throughput peptide sequencing is highly desirable in proteomics and related bioscience. While the conventional method, Edman sequencing, does not fulfill this task, tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) provides a means for rapid identification and characterization of peptides/proteins.1–5 State-of-the-art mass spectrometry instrumentation and computer technologies have made it possible to run samples in a highly automated fashion. Automated interpretation methods for MS/MS data,5–10 e.g., correlation analysis between experimental MS/MS spectra and theoretical MS/MS spectra generated from amino acid sequence stretches in protein or translated DNA databases, have been developed to help solve the bottleneck problem of data interpretation in MS/MS analysis of peptides/proteins. With the foreseeable completion of the Human Genome Project,11 MS/MS studies of peptides/proteins based on correlation analysis using DNA/protein databases could become even more powerful tools in the future. Note that existing algorithms have already taken advantage of the knowledge regarding peptide fragmentation gained by applied and fundamental research performed over the last two decades. However, the current understanding of peptide fragmentation mechanisms is still not sufficient to ensure high correlation between theoretically predicted MS/MS spectra and experimental results. For example, the existing algorithms usually generate a theoretical spectrum such that all the fragment ions within a series occur with the same probability (i.e., the assump-
tion is made that peptide ions cleave nonselectively across the peptide backbone. This is not consistent with experimental observation for selective/enhanced cleavage at certain specific amide linkages. For example, the selective/enhanced cleavages of the amide linkage at the C(=O)N bond C-terminal to aasic residue (e.g., at Asp-...Xxx) has been investigated by several research groups.12–17 A succinic anhydride five-membered ring structure has been proposed by Martin and co-workers in this journal,12 and accepted by others,16,17,21 as the structure at the “C-terminus” of the N-terminal fragment (either ionic or neutral), following gas-phase cleavage of the Asp-...Xxx peptide bond. The involvement of the Asp side-chain carboxylic hydrogen in this fragmentation was confirmed by esterification that blocked the selective/enhanced cleavage at Asp-...Xxx.12 Martin and co-workers proposed a mechanism for cleavage involving proton transfer from the Asp acidic side chain to the adjacent amide nitrogen C-terminal to Asp.12 To explain the selective cleavage at Asp-...Xxx in sodiated peptides, Beauchamp and co-workers suggested a salt bridge model.16 For singly protonated peptides, Qin and Chait noticed the presence of an arginine residue (Arg) in the peptides that demonstrated selective cleavage at Asp-...Xxx.14 Gaskell and co-workers proposed the involvement of bridging between the Arg and acidic side chains in the enhanced cleavage.22,23 M/S/M S results for a series of singly protonated oligopeptides X-Leu-Asp-Val-Leu-Gln (X = Arg, Lys, His) showed that the selective cleavage at Asp-Val occurred in the presence of an Arg residue but not when Arg was replaced with other basic amino acid residues (i.e., lysine or histidine).24 This finding is likely related to the fact that arginine has the highest gas-phase basicity (GBs) among the 20 common amino acids.25–27 Recently, selective cleavage at Asp-...Xxx in a series of protonated peptides was investigated by using several different activation methods in a collaboration of the Wysocki group with the groups of Gaskell and Futrell.17 Selective cleavage at Asp-...Xxx was observed only when the number of added protons did not exceed the number of arginines.17 This suggested that when the ionizing protons are sequestered at arginine, the cleavage catalyzed by the acidic hydrogen of the Asp residue, which requires a seven-membered-ring intermediate, becomes significant.17 When proton(s) in excess of the number of Arg are available, nonselective cleavage involving the ionizing proton(s) occurs at all backbone residues (e.g., oxazolone formation by nucleophilic attack on a protonated carbonyl28–31 via a five-membered ring, see Scheme 1).

The approach in the present study is to use a fixed-charge chemical group to “mimic” a protonated Arg residue (i.e., an Arg residue that presumably sequesters an ionizing proton). This “mimic” consists of a $\phi^+\text{C(=O)}$ group ($\phi = 2,4,6$-trimethoxyphenyl), which is attached to the N-terminal nitrogen of peptides via solid-phase synthesis. As previously reported in this journal by Huang et al. who referred to it as the TMPP group,22,23 this fixed-charge group gives virtually no neutral loss from the charged moiety and, thus, does not complicate the interpretation of M/S/M S spectra of such peptide derivatives. An immediate goal of the present study is to see whether fixed-charge mimics of Asp-containing peptides previously investigated17 exhibit fragmentation characteristics similar to those of corresponding protonated peptides with a protonated arginine at the N-terminus.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Synthesis of the N-Terminal Fixed-Charge Derivatives.** Fmoc-Ala-Ala-Ala-Ala-Ala, Fmoc-Leu-Asp(OtBu)-Hle-Phe-Ser(Bu)-Asp(OtBu)-Phe, and Fmoc-Leu-Asp(OtBu)-Hle-Phe-Ser(Bu)-Asp(OtBu)-Phe-Arg(Pmc) attached to Wang resin were prepared using solid-phase synthesis protocols outlined by Atherton and Sheppard.33 The N-terminal Fmoc (9-fluorenylethoxycarbonyl) protecting group is cleaved from the resin by a solution of 20% piperidine in N,N-dimethylformamide. Then the resin is dried in vacuo, and the resin-attached peptides are cleaved from the resin with a solution of 95% TFA, 2.5% H2O, 2.5% TISA in CH2Cl2 (1:1 v/v) for 1.5 h at room temperature. The crude peptides are precipitated by dilution with 5 volumes of diethyl ether, washed with ether, and dried under a stream of nitrogen. The crude peptides are purified by reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography using a C18 column (Varian, Inc.) and a linear gradient of 0–100% acetonitrile in water containing 0.1% TFA from 0 to 30 min. The fractions containing the desired products are combined, lyophilized, and the purity is verified by analytical HPLC and mass spectrometry.

**Scheme 1**
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group of the peptides was removed by piperidine in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). The resin-bound peptides (0.037 mmol) with the free N-terminus (active side chains still protected) were then reacted with 0.10 mmol of isoacetic anhydride in anhydrous DMF for 25 min, washed by DMF twice, and reacted with 0.15 mmol of tris(2,4,6-trimethoxyphenyl)phosphonium in toluene/DMF (1:1; v/v) for 90 min. Following this, the resin-bound fixed-charge derivatives were washed with toluene, DMF, and then dichloromethane. Finally, the peptide derivatives, tris(2,4,6-trimethoxyphenyl)phosphonium-acetyl-Leu-Ala-Ala-Ala-Ala Ala was cleaved from the resin with TFA/H2O (95:5; v/v). The Fmoc derivatives of the amino acids required for the synthesis were obtained from Novabiochem or Advanced Chemtech. The C-terminus for the synthesis was purchased already attached to Wang resin from Novabiochem or Advanced Chemtech. Once a peptide derivative was precipitated in diethyl ether, its identity and purity were confirmed by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. Hereafter, the peptide derivatives are referred to as Fmoc-Phe-Cys(ODT)-O-LDIFSDF, Fmoc-Phe-Cys(ODT)-O-LDIFSDFR, and Fmoc-Phe-Cys(ODT)-AAAA (φ = 2,4,6-trimethoxyphenyl).

**Electrospray Ionization (ESI)/Collision-Induced Dissociation (CID) In an Ion Trap.** Low-energy CID experiments, which involve collision of mass-selected ions into a target gas, were carried out on a Finnigan quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (LCQ). The precipitated fixed-charge peptide derivatives were dissolved in a mixture of M eOH/H2O (70:30; v/v) containing 0.2% acetic acid to give a concentration of 20–100 pmol/µL. The peptide derivative solutions were then injected into the ESI source at a flow rate of 3 µL/min. The applied voltage on the needle of the ESI source was 4.8 kV and the capillary temperature was maintained at 200 °C for all samples. Unit mass selection of the precursor ion was performed. The operational parameter that controls the excitation energy in M/S/M S or M/S/M S (i.e., MS²) mode (indicated as “% relative collision energy” by the manufacturer) was incremented in small steps to monitor low-energy fragmentation processes for the precursor ions selected. The collision gas was helium. In the ion trap, energy is deposited in approximately a thermal distribution. Because of the stepwise, multistep nature of the energy deposition, lower energy processes are often favored over higher energy processes.34,35

CID experiments were also performed in the ion trap instrument for active hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange derivatives of Fmoc-Phe-Cys(ODT)-O-LDIFSDF and Fmoc-Phe-Cys(ODT)-AAAA. The fixed-charge derivative Fmoc-Phe-Cys(ODT)-O-LDIFSDF or Fmoc-Phe-Cys(ODT)-AAAA was first dissolved in deuterated CH3OD solvent containing 0.5% CD3COOD for ~20 min, after which it was introduced into the ESI source via infusion. The infusion line was preceded with CH3OD. Finally, the CID spectra of Fmoc-Phe-Cys(ODT)-O-LDIFSDFR + d or Fmoc-Phe-Cys(ODT)-AAAA + d were acquired.

**Electrospray Ionization/Surface-Induced Dissociation (SID).** SID involves collisions of mass-selected ions with a target surface. The instrument used for SID experiments is a dual quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer specifically designed for low-energy ion surface collisions and has been described previously.17,36–38 It is composed of two Extral 4000 u quadrupoles positioned at 90° with the target surface placed between the two quadrupoles. Incident angles of the precursor ion beam are 45°–50° with respect to the surface normal. The ESI source used in the SID instrument is a heated capillary design based on those of Chowdhury et al.38 and Papac et al.40 The solutions (same as those described in the CID experiments) were sprayed at atmospheric pressure from a syringe needle held at 4.0–4.8 kV (flow rate of 2 µL/min), toward a metal capillary (120 V) maintained at 130 °C. The ions were directed toward a skimmer cone (90 V) and entered into the high-vacuum region of the mass spectrometer. The SID collision energy is defined by the voltage difference between the skimmer and the collision surface multiplied by the charge state of the ions. The collision target surface used in the SID experiments was a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of 2-(perfluorodecyl)ethanethiol on gold (i.e., CF12(CH2)12CH2CH2SAu) prepared by procedures described previously.37,41 With this surface, the average conversion of kinetic energy to internal energy has been estimated to be 20–30%42,43. In addition to different energy deposition functions corresponding to SID and ion trap CID, these experiments also have different time frames for dissociation with only microseconds allowed for dissociation in the Q-surface-Q instrument and milliseconds to seconds in the ion trap.

SID mass spectra were obtained over a range of collision energies. SID fragmentation efficiencies, defined as the ratio of

\[
\sum (\text{fragment ion peak areas}) \quad \text{(parent ion peak area)} + \sum (\text{fragment ion peak areas})
\]

were plotted as a function of collision energy (eV) for ESI-generated ions of the Asp-containing fixed-charge peptide derivatives. The curve fittings for the raw data points were performed using the function

\[
f(x) = \frac{a - d}{1 + (x/c)^b} + d
\]

where a, b, c, and d are the fitting parameters. The final value of

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MS/MS Spectra of the Asp-Containing Fixed-Charge Derivatives. Two different methods, low-energy CID in an ion-trap instrument and SID in a quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer, were utilized to obtain the spectra discussed below. These methods were chosen because they deposit different distributions of internal energy and allow different time frames for dissociation. In previous work on peptides containing a protonated arginine and acidic residues, we have shown selective cleavages at acidic residues to persist throughout a range of instrument types and dissociation time frames.\(^{(17,18,24)}\) Labeling of peaks in the spectra follows the nomenclature defined by Roepstorff and Fohlman\(^{(45)}\) and modified by Biemann.\(^{(46,47)}\) For example, \(b_n\) or \(y_n\) designates the N-terminal or the C-terminal charged fragment, respectively, where cleavage occurs at the \(n\)th peptide bond (counting from the N- or C-terminus, respectively). The ions that formally correspond to a loss of 28 amu (CO) from \(b_n\) ions are called \(a_n\) ions.

(A) Electrospary Ionization/Low-Energy Collision-Induced Dissociation in the Ion Trap Instrument. Figure 1 shows ESI/low-energy CID spectra obtained with the ion trap instrument for derivatized peptides in which the \(\phi_5^+\text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})\) group is attached to the N-terminus of the Asp-containing peptides, LDIFSDK and LDIFSDKF. The singly charged \(\phi_5^+\text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})\)-LDIFSDK ions cleave selectively at the DI and DF peptide bonds to give \(b\)-type N-terminal fragment ions (\(b_2\) and \(b_6\) ions, respectively; Figure 1a). The peak at \(m/z\) 573 corresponds to the fixed-charge group (i.e., fragment \(\phi_5^+\text{CH}=-\text{C}(-\text{O})\)).\(^{(32)}\) Note that at relatively higher collision energies when other fragment ions occur or even when the precursor ion peak disappears, \(b_2\) and \(b_6\) ions are still the dominant fragment ions among other fragment ions, including \(d_4\) ions, \(a_6\) ions, and \(b_2/a_6\) ion pairs at positions other than Asp residue positions (spectral available in Supporting Information). When an ionizing proton is added to \(\phi_5^+\text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})\)-LDIFSDK to form an \([M + H]^2^+\) ion, the dissociation pattern changes dramatically. The doubly charged \([M + H]^2^+\) ions of the derivative \(\phi_5^+\text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})\)-LDIFSDK, with one charge provided by the phosphonium group and the other by an ionizing proton, cleave nonelectronically along the whole peptide backbone as demonstrated by the presence of the entire \(b_n\) ion series (Figure 1b). However, when an Arg and one added proton are present in the peptide \(\phi_5^+\text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})\)-LDIFSDK, the doubly charged \([M + H]^2^+\) ions cleave selectively at two Asp–Xxx peptide bonds (Figure 1c). Complementary \(b_2/y_2\) and \(b_6/y_6\) ion pairs produced by cleavage of the DF and DI peptide bonds, respectively, dominate the spectrum (Figure 1c). The lower intensity of the \(y_2\) ion, relative to that of the \(b_2\) ion in the \(b_2/y_2\) complementary pair, is the result of the mass discrimination that occurs near the low-mass cutoff end of ion trap MS/MS mode.\(^{(32,43)}\) It is noteworthy that, on the dissociation of the singly charged \(\phi_5^+\text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})\)-LDIFSDKF ions, dominant \(b_2\) and \(b_6\) ions are also observed along with an abundant \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) loss peak and an abundant \(b_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O}\) ion (spectral available in Supporting Information; formation of \(b_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O}\) discussed below).

(B) Electrospary Ionization/Surface-Induced Dissociation in the Tandem Quadrupole Instrument. Figure 2 shows the ESI/SID spectra for the same parent ions as those shown in Figure 1. SID spectra often differ in appearance from those presented for low-energy CID in the ion trap (Figure 2 vs 1) due to different distributions of internal energy and different time frames for dissociation. However, inherent similarities can be readily seen. For example, the complementary \(b_2/y_2\) ion pair dominates in the MS/MS spectra of \([\phi_5^+\text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})]\)-LDIFSDK + \(H^+\)\(^{2+}\) (Figures 2c and 1c), while nonselective cleavages occur at all the peptide bonds for the \([M + H]^2^+\) ions of \(\phi_5^+\text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})\)-LDIFSDK (e.g., an entire series of \(b_n\) ions, as well as some \(y\)-type ions are observed; Figures 2b and 1b). Much higher intensity ratios of \(a_5/b_6\) ions are observed for doubly charged \([M + H]^2^+\) ions of \(\phi_5^+\text{CH}_2\text{C}(-\text{O})\)-LDIFSDKF by SID (Figure 2b) than by low-

---

energy CID in the ion trap (Figure 1b, a-type ions not labeled due to very low intensities). The peak at m/z 181 corresponds to the fragment $\phi_C^+$ ($\phi = 2,4,6$-trimethoxyphenyl) that has been suggested as a further dissociation product via a skeletal rearrangement\(^{32}\) of the fragment ion at m/z 573 ($\phi_P^+CH=CO$).

In the SID spectrum of singly charged $\phi_P^+CH_2C(=O)$-LDIFSDF ions (Figure 2a), the only b-type ions present are those corresponding to the cleavage at the two C(=O)-N positions C-terminal to the Asp residues (b$_2$ and b$_6$); a$_0$ series ions occur at other positions. In addition, d$_2$ and c$_1$ ions, as well as d$_5$ and c$_5$ ions, corresponding to cleavage adjacent to the two Asp residues are observed (Figure 2a). It is of interest that the SID results shown in Figure 2a are similar to those obtained previously with MALDI/PSD or FAB/keV CID for the N-terminal fixed-charge derivatives of other Asp-containing peptides.\(^{21,50}\) In all of these experiments,\(^{21,50}\) as well as in ion trap CID at relatively higher collision energies for singly charged ions of fixed-charge peptide derivatives (spectrum available in Supporting Information), occurrences of b$_n$, d$_n$, and c$_{n-1}$ ions at the Asp residue of the nth position, in addition to a-type ions at all other residues, are observed. Watson and co-workers recently suggested that the occurrence of b$_n$, d$_n$, and c$_{n-1}$ ions be used to identify an Asp in peptide sequences of $\phi_P^+CH_2C(=O)$-derivatized tryptic digests of proteins.\(^{51}\) Gaskell and co-workers previously noted d$_n$ and c$_{n-1}$ ion formation from b$_n$ ions produced by Asp–Xxx cleavage.\(^{52}\) Furthermore, occurrences of d$_n$ and c$_{n-1}$, along with b$_n$, at the Asp residue of the nth position, have also been observed for singly protonated peptides containing an Arg (presumably protonated Arg) at the N-termini.\(^{18,24}\)

**Formation of d$_n$/c$_{n-1}$ at the Asp Residue of the nth Position.** Different approaches described below were used to investigate whether the d$_n$/c$_{n-1}$ at the Asp residue of the nth positions (Figure 2a) can be produced from the corresponding b$_n$ ion. First, as shown in Figure 3, the fractional abundance of the ions related to the two Asp residues is plotted as a function of SID collision energy. From this figure it is seen that, as the collision energy increases, the fractional abundance of [d ion] increases whereas that of the [b ion] decreases. This dependence of abundance ratio of [d ion] + [c ion] increases whereas that of the [b ion] decreases. This dependence of abundance ratio of [d ion] + [c ion] on the collision energy suggests that the d$_2$/c$_1$ and d$_6$/c$_5$ ions corresponding to cleavage at the Asp positions (Figure 2a) are produced from the b$_2$ and b$_6$ ions, respectively. This was further investigated as described below.

MS/MS/M/S (i.e., M$_S^+$) experiments were performed in the ion trap instrument. As shown in Figure 4a, after generation of the b$_n$ ion from $\phi_P^+CH_2C(=O)$-LDIFSDF under MS/MS CID conditions, the d$_n$/c$_{n-1}$ ions can be produced from the b$_n$ ion. In all of these experiments,\(^{50}\) as well as in ion trap CID at relatively higher collision energies for singly charged ions of fixed-charge peptide derivatives (spectrum available in Supporting Information), occurrences of b$_n$, d$_n$, and c$_{n-1}$ ions at the Asp residue of the nth position, in addition to a-type ions at all other residues, are observed. Watson and co-workers recently suggested that the occurrence of b$_n$, d$_n$, and c$_{n-1}$ ions be used to identify an Asp in peptide sequences of $\phi_P^+CH_2C(=O)$-derivatized tryptic digests of proteins.\(^{51}\) Gaskell and co-workers previously noted d$_n$ and c$_{n-1}$ ion formation from b$_n$ ions produced by Asp–Xxx cleavage.\(^{52}\) Furthermore, occurrences of d$_n$ and c$_{n-1}$, along with b$_n$, at the Asp residue of the nth position, have also been observed for singly protonated peptides containing an Arg (presumably protonated Arg) at the N-termini.\(^{18,24}\)\(^{50}\)\(^{51}\)\(^{52}\)

**Figure 2.** ESI/SID spectra of (a) M$^+$ ions of $\phi_P^+CH_2C(=O)$-LDIFSDF at a collision energy of 65 eV, (b) [M + H$^+$]$^+$ ions of $\phi_P^+CH_2C(=O)$-LDIFSDF at a collision energy of 15 eV, and (c) [M + H$^+$]$^+$ ions of $\phi_P^+CH_2C(=O)$-LDIFSDF at a collision energy of 65 eV. In all cases, a SAM of 2-(perfluorodecyl)ethanethiol on gold (i.e., CF$_3$(CF$_2$)$_9$CH$_2$CH$_2$S–Au) was used as the collision target surface. Note that the peptide precursor ion peaks in (a) and (b) are off scale.

**Figure 3.** The abundance of b$_n$, d$_n$, and c$_{n-1}$ (n = 2, 6) versus total abundance of all fragment ions, i.e., fractional abundance, as a function of SID collision energy, recorded when $\phi_P^+CH_2C(=O)$-LDIFSDF singly charged ions collide with a SAM surface of CF$_3$(CF$_2$)$_9$CH$_2$CH$_2$S–Au. The fractional abundance has been summed up in such a way as to clearly indicate the trends discussed in the text.
conditions, the b1 ion (m/z 801) was selected and subjected to MS3 using CID. It is seen in Figure 4a that d2 and c1 ions can be produced from b2 ions. It is worth noting that dissociation of the d2 ions of $\phi_3PCH_2C(-O)-LDI\text{FSDF}$ gives no trace of c1 ions (MS3 spectrum available in Supporting Information); i.e., both d2 and c1 are products of b2 fragmentation. Additionally, dissociation of the b2 ions of $\phi_3PCH_2C(-O)-LDI\text{FSDF}$ gives d6, c5, b2, d2, and c1 ions (MS3 spectrum available in Supporting Information).

Finally, $\phi_3PCH_2C(-O)-LDI\text{FSDF}$ was produced by H/D exchange (see Experimental Section) and consistent with deuteration at each of the C(O)NH active sites as well as each of the carboxylic acid and serine OH groups, was fragmented under MS/MS CID conditions in the ion trap (spectrum available in Supporting Information). The masses recorded for b1, d1, and c0 ions at Asp residues of labeled and unlabeled precursor ions are listed in Table 1. Following the MS/MS fragmentation, the b2 ion (m/z 803) containing two deuterium atoms was selected and a MS3 spectrum was acquired and is provided in Figure 4b. Note that both c1 and d2 ions contain two deuteron atoms (MS3 spectrum in Figure 4b, as well as MS/MS data in Table 1).

Table 1. Ion Mass-to-Charge Values of M+, b, d, and c Ions Produced by MS/MS of Unlabeled and Labeled $\phi_3PCH_2C(-O)-LDI\text{FSDF}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ions</th>
<th>observed mass</th>
<th>no. of D’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b2</td>
<td>803.2</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d2</td>
<td>729.3</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1</td>
<td>703.3</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Following MS/MS CID in the ion trap instrument, the MS/MS CID spectra acquired for (a) b2 ions (m/z 801) produced from $\phi_3PCH_2C(-O)-LDI\text{FSDF}$, (b) b2 ions (m/z 803, containing two deuterium atoms) produced from the H/D exchanged derivative $\phi_3PCH_2C(-O)-LDI\text{FSDF}$, and (c) b3 ions and d2 ions (inset) produced from $\phi_3PCH_2C(-O)-LDI\text{FSDF}$.

which a common d1 ion forms via an (a,+1) radical ion.\textsuperscript{46} Migration of a hydrogen from the anhydride structure to the adjacent carbonyl oxygen N-terminal to the Asp residue, via a six-membered ring, can lead to formation of a tautomer of the c0 ion, with concomitant loss of a neutral molecule of maleic anhydride (Scheme 2b). The numbers of deuterium atoms in b2 and b4 ions alone (Table 1) are not direct evidence for, but are consistent with, the cyclic anhydride structure of these b ions. As illustrated with Scheme 2, the MS/MS data (Table 1) and MS3 results (Figure 4ab) obtained for labeled and unlabeled $\phi_3PCH_2C(-O)-LDI\text{FSDF}$ are consistent with the previously proposed anhydride formation for the b1 ions formed at Asp–Xxx.\textsuperscript{12,16,17,21} Further fragmentation of these anhydride b2 ions produces d1 and c0 ions, which contain the same number of deuterium atoms as the b1 ion, consistent with Scheme 2. In contrast to these ions formed at Asp–Xxx, it is shown in Figure 4c that the b2 ions produced at positions other than C-terminal to Asp do not lose CO and CO2, but rather fragment by loss of CO to form a0 ions. The production of b2 from b3, in addition to a0, on MS3 of the b2 from $\phi_3PCH_2C(-O)-LDI\text{FSDF}$, is rationalized below in the section on the structure of generic charge-remote b ions.

Mechanism for Selective Cleavage at Asp–Xxx. We show a mechanism in Scheme 3 for the formation of b2 ions at Asp–Xxx linkages in the presence of a fixed charge. The “remote” positive charge in this scheme represents the quaternary phosphonium in the fixed-charge peptide derivatives or a protonated Arg residue in protonated Arg-containing peptides as previously reported.\textsuperscript{17} H-bonding to the amide oxygen promotes the nucleophilic attack of the Asp side-chain carboxyl oxygen on the amide carbonyl carbon by making the carbonyl carbon of the Asp–Xxx amide bond electropositive (Scheme 3). The H-bonded intermediate that promotes nucleophilic attack was found in molecular modeling calculations previously reported.\textsuperscript{18} In that work, out of ~10 000 gas-phase conformers of singly protonated RGDGGGDG sampled, ~5% were found to have favorable H-bonds between the acidic hydrogen of either the third and/or seventh aspartic acid and their adjacent amide oxygen.\textsuperscript{18} Subsequently (as shown in Scheme 3), the five-membered-ring intermediate is formed, and upon a hydrogen rearrangement and cleavage of the C–N bond, the b2 ion with a substituted succinimide anhydride cyclic structure
is produced. It should be noted that if the “remote” positive charge (e.g., a protonated Arg) were to be located somewhere on the C-terminal side of the Asp residue, the succinic anhydride would be the terminating structure of a neutral N-terminal fragment and consequently, an ionic C-terminal fragment (i.e., a y-type ion) would occur upon the cleavage of Asp−Xxx (refer to the MS/MS spectra in refs 12, 14, and 17).

MS/MS of the \[ \text{b}_n \text{ ion} \] from \([\phi^+\text{CH}_2\text{C(=O)}\text{LDIFSDF}^+\text{H}]^2+\) produces a spectrum (available in Supporting Information) similar to that in Figure 4a and b (loss of CO₂ and CO), suggesting that the anhydride product ion structure is produced at Asp−Xxx even in the presence of an ionizing proton. To explain this product, Scheme 3 needs to be modified only slightly: an ionizing proton present at the carbonyl oxygen being attacked by the carboxylic OH of Asp simplifies the mechanism shown in Scheme 3 by not requiring the initial seven-membered-ring formation. By contrast, MS² of the \[ \text{b}_n \text{ ion} \] of \([\phi^+\text{CH}_2\text{C(=O)}\text{LDIFSDF}^+\text{H}]^2+\) produces mainly the \[ \text{a}_n \text{ ion} \]. For peptides with an Arg and one ionizing proton (a sequestered charge) but no fixed charge, the MS² results parallel those for the fixed-charge derivatives; i.e., cleavage at Asp and further fragmentation of the corresponding \[ \text{b}_n \text{ ion} \] leads to \[ \text{d}_n \text{ and c}_n-1 \text{ ions} \] while cleavage at a residue such as Phe and further fragmentation of the corresponding \[ \text{b}_n \text{ ion} \] leads to the \[ \text{a}_n \text{ ion} \]. The above cases of Asp−Xxx cleavage correspond to a final product in which charge is present at the amino terminus and the new carboxy terminus of the amino terminal fragment is the neutral anhydride. When there is no fixed charge and no Arg, e.g., when \([\text{LDIFSDF}^+\text{H}]^+\) is fragmented, further fragmentation of the \[ \text{b}_n \text{ ion} \] (the ion produced by cleavage of the DF bond) is dominated by H₂O loss and not formation of \[ \text{d}_n \text{ and c}_n \text{ ions} \] while further fragmentation of the \[ \text{b}_n \text{ ion} \] (the ion produced by cleavage of the FS bond) leads to the \[ \text{a}_n \text{ ion} \] (spectra available in Supporting Information). In this case, there is no fixed charge and no sequestration of the ionizing charge (no Arg), there is no distinctive “signature” for cleavage at Asp and it is not clear whether the product ion structure is a protonated anhydride or some other structure.

**The Structure of “Generic” Charge Remote \[ \text{b}_n \text{ Ions Generated from Peptides Derivatized To Contain a Fixed Charge and No Ionizing Proton.}** In the sections above, strong experimental evidence is provided that supports an anhydride structure for \[ \text{b} \text{ ions} \] produced by Asp−Xxx cleavage. In peptides with a fixed charge, the anhydride structure of the Asp \[ \text{b} \text{ ions} \] is supported in two cases: with no added charge (charge-remote \[ \text{b} \text{ ion} \] formation) and also in the case where a proton is added to a peptide that has a fixed charge (charge-directed \[ \text{b} \text{ ion} \] formation).
The structure of b ions formed at other amino acid residues in the presence of an ionizing proton ("generic" b ions) is commonly accepted to be a protonated oxazolone.28 In the case where charge is retained somewhere other than the cleaved site, a ketene-type structure C(R)=C=O has been suggested as a possible charge-remote b ion structure but the structure has not been proven.21 Deuterium labeling provides one means to address the question of the structure of the generic charge-remote b ions produced in the absence of an ionizing proton.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the fragment ion masses for \( \phi_p \) CH\(_2\)C(=O)-AAAA, a peptide containing active hydrogens only at amide nitrogens and the C-terminus, and its H/D exchange product \( \phi_p \) CH\(_2\)C(=O)-AAAA-d\(_5\). On the basis of the results of Figure 5a vs c, the numbers of deuteriums in the b ions of \( \phi_p \) CH\(_2\)C(=O)-AAAA-d\(_5\) (part c) are 0, 1, and 2 for b\(_1\), b\(_2\), and b\(_3\) ions, respectively. This indicates that a hydrogen/deuterium at the amide nitrogen migrates away from the N-terminal fragment in the formation of the b ions. The location of the transferred hydrogen, from the amide nitrogen and NOT from the α-carbon, shows that the most probable structure for a generic b ion is NOT a ketene structure but is instead a structure that involves cyclization or unsaturation at nitrogen. Scheme 4 (left) shows two possible structures for generic b ions produced from the N-terminal fixed-charge peptide derivative, i.e., possible b ion structures produced in the absence of an ionizing proton: a neutral oxazolone and a neutral aziridinone. (Note that, in the absence of an ionizing proton, the mechanism proposed for oxazolone formation in the presence of an ionizing proton (Scheme 1) cannot be operative.) Other possible structures include substituted small cyclic peptides. Previously, transfer of a hydrogen from the amide nitrogen of the N-terminal fragment has been shown in y ion formation from protonated peptides.56,57 Wesdemiotis and co-workers investigated this transfer for the N-terminal neutral fragments by neutralization/reionization mass spectrometry (NRMS)33,58 and proposed an aziridinone structure when the N-terminal neutral fragment produced during the formation of a y ion is a single amino acid residue.58

Although there are not enough data here to define the charge-remote b\(_n\) ion structure, any structure that is proposed must meet the following criteria. (i) The charge-remote b\(_n\) ion structure must explain the labeling results that are consistent with H(D) transfer away from the amide N in the formation of the b\(_n\) ions. (ii) The charge-remote b\(_n\) structure must allow for facile conversion of the b\(_n\) ions to the corresponding a\(_n\) ions. Both SID spectra (Figure 2a and SID spectrum of \( \phi_p \) CH\(_2\)C(=O)-AAAA available in Supporting Information) and high-energy CID spectra reported in the literature32 for derivatized peptides, with the only charge retained at the amino terminus, contain dominant a\(_n\) ion series rather than b\(_n\) ion series (the exception being dominant b ions only at Asp–Xxx cleavage, in the presence of an ionizing proton). While the a\(_n\) ion series is more easily converted to a\(_n\) ions than would the b\(_n\) ions, the a\(_n\) ion series is more easily converted to a\(_n\) ions than would the b\(_n\) ions.

Figure 5. (a) ESI/CID spectra obtained in the ion trap instrument for singly charged ions of \( \phi_p \) CH\(_2\)C(=O)-AAAA, (b) molecular ion region of an ESI mass spectrum after H/D exchange for \( \phi_p \) CH\(_2\)C(=O)-AAAA in deuterated solvent, and (c) ESI/CID spectra of \( \phi_p \) CH\(_2\)C(=O)-AAAA-d\(_5\). The inset in part c shows the expanded region of the b\(_2\)a\(_2\) ions. The minor peaks such as m/z 689 and 717 shown in the inset are likely due to 13 C-contamination in parent ion selection (13 C-isotope peak of the peak labeled as d\(_4\) in (b)). The CID spectra were acquired at ~28% "relative collision energy".
oxazolone, because of ring strain in the three-membered ring. (iii) The proposed charge-remote $b_n$ ion structure must account for the difference in fragmentation of the $b_n$ and $b_2$ ions of $\phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-LDIFSDF$ (Figure 4c). Note that the MS/MS/MS spectra of these two different $b$ ions show that $b_2$ does not readily produce $b_3$ (Figure 4c inset) while $b_2$ readily produces $b_2$ (Figure 4c), suggesting the involvement of the Asp in the formation of $b_2$. As an example, Scheme 4 (right) illustrates that the formation of $b_2$ from $b_3$ (by attack of the Asp side chain on the backbone) can be envisioned in a much more straightforward manner for the aziridinone than for the oxazolone. In summary, the labeling results thus suggest a charge-remote $b$ ion with unsaturation or cyclization at the amide nitrogen, the charge-remote $b_n$ ions produce $a_n$ ions readily, and the charge-remote $b_n$ ions give facile production of $b_2$ from $b_3$ in the fragmentation of $\phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-LDIFSDF$. Additional studies are in progress to better define the structure of the charge remote $b_n$ ions.

**Formation of $b_n-1 + H_2O$ Ions.** The dominant fragment ions in Figure 5a and c correspond to a truncated peptide $b_n-1 + H_2O$ ion (where $N$ refers to the total number of amino acids in the peptide). The $b_n-1 + H_2O$ ions were also produced in the dissociation spectra of $\phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-LDIFSDF$, $\phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-LDIFSDFR$, and $[\phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-LDIFSDFR + H]^+$. Gaskell and co-workers suggested that these ions form via a seven-membered-ring H-bonded intermediate and five-membered-ring nucleophilic attack, similar to that suggested in Scheme 3 for cleavage at Asp-XXX, followed by loss of NH-CH(R)CO. For $\phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-AAA$, this peak disappears when the methyl ester is fragmented. The $b_n-1 + H_2O$ ions involve the carboxylic acid group of the carbonyl terminus and a fragmentation mechanism related to that proposed for Asp-XXX cleavage. It is logical that this pathway can be favored under conditions similar to those that favor Asp-XXX cleavage; i.e., when the charge is tightly bound elsewhere in the molecule, the acidic side chain or carbonyl terminus causes selective dissociation. The $b_n-1 + H_2O$ ion is more dominant in the spectrum if no acidic residues are present (see Figure 5) or if Arg is present at the carboxy terminus (Figure in Supporting Information).

**Competitive Nonselective Cleavage Promoted by a "Mobile" Proton.** With a proton added to the peptide derivative $\phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-LDIFSDF$, nonselective cleavages occur across the whole peptide backbone (Figures 1b and 2b). Previously, a general model for the fragmentation of protonated peptides, based on the "mobile proton" or equivalently, the "heterogeneously distributed proton" has evolved. The "mobile proton" model states that, in the absence of a strongly basic residue (e.g., Arg), the cleavages of various peptide bonds in protonated peptides occur following a migration of a mobile proton to the carbonyl oxygen and/or amide nitrogen of the backbone. In other words, the low-energy pathways that form $b_n$ or $y_n$ ions are promoted by charge-directed cleavage of peptide bonds initiated by a mobile available proton. For example, a proton located at the oxygen of an amide moiety promotes the nucleophilic attack by the adjacent backbone carbonyl oxygen on the carboxyl carbon of the protonated group (see Scheme 1) and, thus, promotes the formation of an oxazolone-structure $b_n$ ion. The relative energetics of fragmentation for the Asp-containing fixed-charge peptide derivatives were investigated by SID. The ESI/SID fragmentation efficiency curves are provided in Figure 6. Approximately 75-eV collision energy is required to achieve 50% fragmentation for the $\phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-LDIFSDF$ singly charged ions, whereas, for the doubly charged $[M + H]^+\text{ ions with the addition of an extra proton to } \phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-LDIFSDF$, the required collision energy for 50% fragmentation is dramatically lowered to ~20 eV (Figure 6). In Figure 6, the fragmentation efficiency (dashed line) for the doubly charged $[M + H]^+\text{ ions of } \phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-LDIFSDFR$ is decreased (i.e., the curve is shifted to higher collision energies) relative to that of the $[M + H]^+\text{ ions of } \phi_3^+CH_2C(=O)-LDIFSDF$. The fact that the two curves for doubly charged ions shift to
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Because the guanidine group of the arginine residue necessarily fragment more easily than that at a lower charge state. The guanidine group of the arginine residue (Asp

Figure 6. ESI/SID fragmentation efficiency curves for M+ ions of \( \phi P^+ \cdot CH_2C(=O) \cdot LDIFSDF \), [M + H]2+ ions of \( \phi P^+ \cdot CH_2C(=O) \cdot LDIFSDF \), and [M + H]3+ ions of \( \phi P^+ \cdot CH_2C(=O) \cdot LDIFSDFR \). The collision target surface used in SID is a SAM surface of CF3(CF2)9-CH2CH2S-Au.

different positions suggests that the shift in the ESI/SID fragmentation efficiency curves of the doubly charged ions versus the singly charged ion is not simply a charge effect (e.g., Coulombic repulsion). It has been previously reported in the literature that a multiply protonated ion at a higher charge state does not necessarily fragment more easily than that at a lower charge state. Because the guanidine group of the arginine residue is highly basic, the added proton in the [M + H]2+ ions of \( \phi P^+ \cdot CH_2C(=O) \cdot LDIFSDFR \) is most likely retained by the Arg side chain. For the derivative \( \phi P^+ \cdot CH_2C(=O) \cdot LDIFSDF \) without an Arg residue, the available mobile proton, but not the facile fragmentation simply due to two charges, makes the fragmentation much easier for the [M + H]3+ ions relative to the M+ ions (see the relative positions of the two solid curves in Figure 6). This suggests that charge-directed fragmentation channels due to an available mobile proton (e.g., acid-catalyzed formation) are favored kinetically (five-ring attack) over those catalyzed by Asp residues (seven-ring intermediate leading to five-ring attack) as described in Scheme 3. As a result, selective cleavages at Asp–Xxx are no longer dominant when a mobile proton is available.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the present results unequivocally demonstrate that, in the absence of an available mobile proton, selective cleavages at a peptide bond immediately C-terminal to an Asp residue (Asp–Xxx) dominate the M+S/M S spectra of charged peptides. Their occurrence in M S/M S measurements of Asp-containing peptides is proposed to be promoted by a seven-membered-ring H-bonded structure involving the acidic hydrogen of the Asp side chain. The resulting product \( b_n \) ion is accordingly a succinic anhydride five-membered cyclic structure as suggested by MS3 experimental results. In the presence of an available mobile proton, onset energies for dissociation are lowered significantly and low-energy dissociation pathways that presumably involve proton-catalyzed formation of oxazolone-type structures are favored over the cleavages promoted by the cyclic H-bonding involving the Asp side chain. This leads to nonselective fragmentation patterns, as well as improved fragmentation efficiencies. The \( b_n \) ions formed at Asp in the absence or presence of a mobile proton and a fixed charge have an anhydride structure that further fragments to form \( d_n \) and \( c_{n-1} \) ions. In contrast, the “generic” \( b_n \) ions produced by a charge-remote mechanism from singly charged fixed-charge peptide derivatives are suggested to be cyclic structures that readily fragment to produce \( a_n \) ions.

The results presented in this and related papers will help strengthen the analytical utility of M S-based sequencing protocols by providing improved and additional predictive rules of peptide dissociation for computer-aided interpretation of M S/M S spectra. The data described here and in our earlier work show that enhanced/selective cleavage occurs at Asp–Xxx sites when the ionizing charge is sequestered at arginine. When protons in excess of the number of Arg are present, enhanced/selective cleavages at Asp–Xxx are not expected.
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